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By Renate Stendhal

If SF Publishing, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book. Literary
Nonfiction. LGBTQIA Studies. Memoir. Includes 130 vintage photographs. Winner of a 2016 WNBA
Award, juried by Deirdre Bair. From Paris s famous opera house to its gossip-rich salons, KISS ME
AGAIN, PARIS celebrates youth at the end of the 1970s, when women were in fashion and every
woman, gay or straight, fell in love with women. Author Renate Stendhal ekes out a living as a
cultural journalist in Europe s most cultured city. She walks Paris at night dressed as a boy, has
friends and lovers among artists and writers, and falls under the spell of the mercurial actress
Claude, who has all of Paris talking. At the same time, she finds herself in the crosshairs of an
alluring stranger who seems to appear everywhere and nowhere at once. There are mysteries with
and without clues. Is sexual obsession a way to avoid the risk of love? Filled with sensuality, style,
romance, and suspense, Stendhal plays with the concept of memoir as a genre and transports the
reader to another time and place. No matter what age, you ll be young and in love again when...
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ReviewsReviews

I just started o  reading this article pdf. Yes, it can be engage in, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. I am e ortlessly can get a satisfaction
of reading a written publication.
-- Peyton Renner IV-- Peyton Renner IV

This is the best book i have read until now. It can be filled with knowledge and wisdom Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding.
-- Nadia Konopelski-- Nadia Konopelski
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